Estimating Factors Determining Emulsification Capability of Surfactant-Like Peptide with Coarse-Grained Molecular Dynamics Simulation
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Abstract: The ability of surfactant-like peptides to emulsify oil has become the main focus of our current study. We predicted the ability of a series of surfactant-like peptides (G6D, A6D, M6D, F6D, L6D, V6D, and I6D) to emulsify decane molecules using coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations. A 1-μs simulation of each peptide was carried out at 298 K and 1 atm using MARTINI force field. Simulation system was constructed to consist of 100 peptide molecules, 20 decane molecules, water, antifreeze particles and neutralizing ions in a random configuration. Out of seven tested peptides, M6D, F6D, L6D, V6D, and I6D were able to form emulsion while G6D and A6D self-assembled to order β-strands. A higher hydropathy index of amino acids constituting the hydrophobic tail renders the formation of an emulsion by peptides more likely. By calculating contact number between peptides and decanes, we found that emulsion stability and geometry depends on the structure of amino acids constituting the hydrophobic tail. Analysis of simulation trajectory revealed that emulsions are formed by small nucleation following by fusion to form a bigger emulsion. This study reveals the underlying principle at the molecular level of surfactant peptide ability to form an emulsion with hydrophobic molecules.
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INTRODUCTION

A surfactant-like peptide is a group of molecules that consist of amino acids and can decrease interfacial tension. A surfactant-like peptide might solely consist of amino acids, such as V6D2 molecule (Val-Val-Val-Val-Val-Val-Asp-Asp), or conjugates of amino acids with lipid. Surfactant-like peptide could be extracted from bacteria such as surfactin which is extracted from Bacillus subtilis [1]. Partial hydrolysis of a protein, such as whey protein, could be used to obtain peptides that could form nanoemulsions [2]. It is also possible to design a surfactant-like peptide by combining polar or charged amino acids as the surfactant head and a series of non-polar amino acids as the surfactant tails. Such a peptide shows the ability to stabilize membrane protein and to form nanostructures [3-4]. Surfactant-like peptides have some advantages over conventional surfactant such as biocompatibility and rich chemistry that allow modulation of the peptides properties.

To our knowledge, there are at least two applications of surfactant-like peptides: as a building block for nanostructure self-assembly and emulsification agent. Dynamic light scattering and tunneling electron microscopy study show the formation of nanotubes and nanovesicles by a series of peptides GxD2 with varying glycine number [5]. A similar result also obtained using A6D and V6D peptides [6]. Some reports reveal the ability of surfactant-like peptides to form an emulsion and stabilize hydrophobic molecule in a polar environment. A series of designer surfactant-like peptides have been used to help stabilize membrane protein during...
purification [3,7]. Lipopeptide from bacteria has been shown to reduce interfacial tension [8].

Furthermore, it also reported that lipopeptide biosurfactant could be produced by bacteria in an oil reservoir [9]. Nutrition supplementation could increase the in-situ production of lipopeptide biosurfactant in oil reservoirs [10]. Due to its compatibility, surfactant-like peptide could be used in food engineering and medical application [11-13].

Despite many reports about the potential of surfactant-like peptides, there is only a little information about surfactant-like peptides in molecular level. Molecular dynamic simulation is powerful tools for investigating molecular properties of surfactant-like peptides. Coarse-grained model, in combination with molecular dynamic simulation, could give insight on the molecular process on hundreds of nanoseconds to microsecond timescale in which self-assembly process more likely to happen. Among many coarse-grained models, the MARTINI model and forcefield are widely used and used in this study [14-15].

In this study, we simulated the emulsification and self-assembly process of a set of surfactant-like peptides namely G6D, A6D, M6D, F6D, L6D, V6D, and I6D in the presence of decane molecules. Emulsification or self-assembly process is analyzed based on the difference in the hydrophobic amino acid type of each peptide.

■ COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

Structure Preparation

The molecular structures of G6D, A6D, M6D, F6D, L6D, V6D, and I6D were constructed using the molefacture plug-in available within Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) software [16]. After minimization using CHARMM22 force field in vacuum, the structure was transformed to MARTINI coarse-grained structure using script available at www.cgmartini.nl [17-18].

Simulations details

Simulation boxes were constructed to consist of 100 peptide molecules, 20 decane molecules, neutralizing ions, antifreeze particles and water. Antifreeze particles were required to tackle the problem with water freezing temperature of the MARTINI model. The peptides and decane molecules were placed randomly inside the box. After minimization of the simulation box, 1-µs molecular dynamics simulations were carried out using a MARTINI force-field [14-15]. We used thermal and pressure coupling to maintain the system at a certain temperature 298 K and 1 atm. Minimization and simulations were performed using the GROMACS molecular package [19-21]. Visualization and the picture used in this report were generated using VMD.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Using a coarse-grained model, we have successfully simulated decane emulsification by a series of different peptides with relatively low computational cost. Simulation duration lasted up to 1 µs and resolved the process of emulsification at the molecular level. The simulation predicts the ability of different peptides to act as a surfactant.

Fig. 1 shows the simulation snapshots at 1 µs. Out of seven peptides being tested, A6D and G6D form well-ordered strands instead of micelle (Fig. 1(a) and 1(b)). These strands consist of peptide molecules antiparallel of each other. This orientation minimizes repulsion force between positive charges of aspartate residue. The simulation snapshots show that the strands do not interact with decane molecules. The other peptides form an emulsion with decane molecules in a micelle-like shape, except for F6D, which formed a tubular emulsion (Fig. 1(c-g)).

The hydrophobic tail of surfactant peptide faces the decane molecules, while the head part (consisting of positively charged aspartate residue) is exposed to water. Most of the F6D, L6D, V6D, and I6D peptide molecules participate in forming emulsion while the number of free peptide molecules is significant in M6D case.

To understand the emulsion formation mechanism, we took a series of simulation snapshots of the I6D system. Fig. 2 shows the snapshots taken at 0, 12.8, 20.1, 58.1, and 97.1 ns. The snapshots suggest that the island mechanism by which small emulsions starts to form is followed by fusion to form bigger emulsions.

We examined the stability and kinetics of emulsion
Fig 1. Simulation snapshot at 1 µs of (a) A6D, (b) G6D, (c) M6D, (d) F6D, (e) L6D, (f) V6D, and (g) I6D. Green balls represent decane molecule while peptides are represented by sticks. Water is not shown for clarity.

Fig 2. Simulation snapshot of I6D at 0 ns (a), 12.8 ns (b), 58.1 ns (c) and 97.1 ns (d). Green balls represent decane molecule while peptides are represented by sticks. Water is not shown for clarity.

The kinetics of micelle formation was investigated by examining the sharp increase of contact number. Fig. 4 shows the contact number up to 50 ns. The graph shows an almost linear increase of contact number in all peptides except for M6D which shows the sigmoid curve. The trend in emulsification speed (gradient of increasing linear part of contact number curve) is the same with the trend of stable contact number.

The simulation results show that the type of residue formation by calculating the contact number between decane and peptide molecules. The calculated contact number for a given simulation course is shown in Fig. 3. The trend is similar for all peptides, i.e., a sharp increase shortly after the beginning of the simulation, followed by a stable contact number. In the case of M6D and V6D, there was a minor decrease before reaching a stable contact number. The stable contact number increased as follows: M6D < V6D < I6D < L6D < F6D.
constituting the hydrophobic tails of surfactant peptide is one of many factors that determine whether the peptide can act as a surfactant. While peptide with alanine and glycine residue could not form an emulsion, peptides with methionine, phenylalanine, leucine, valine, and isoleucine can form an emulsion. We rationalize this observation using the hydropathy index provided by Kyte and Doolittle [22]. Hydropathy index for residue constituting hydrophobic tail of tested peptides are shown in Table 1. The bigger hydropathy index of a residue the bigger its chance to be found buried in a protein, i.e., the more hydrophobic it is. We found that glycine and alanine in G6D and A6D have small hydropathy index the rest of residues being tested here. The simulations suggest that a greater hydropathy index of the residues constituting the hydrophobic tail of the peptide will be associated with a better chance of forming an emulsion. Since the hydropathy index is directly correlated with hydrophobicity, we conclude that hydrophobic interactions are crucial in the emulsification process.

We examined micelle stability by quantifying the contact between peptide and decane molecules during the simulations. Bigger contact number means a stronger hydrophobic interaction that leads to better stability. We found that the order of stable contact number, which also means the order of micelle stability does not correlate with the increase in hydropathy index. For example, phenylalanine, despite having relatively low hydropathy index, has the biggest stable contact number. From this observation, we argue that emulsion stability does not depend solely on hydropathy index. Phenylalanine side chain consists of a planar aromatic ring which could provide better contact with decane molecules.

Regarding the process kinetics, we observe that the process is not cooperative for F6D, L6D, I6D, and V6D. However, since the curve is sigmoid in the case of M6D, that indicate a possibility of cooperativity. More works

---

Table 1. Kyte and Doolittle hydropathy index of selected amino acids

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residue</th>
<th>Hydropathy index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glycine</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alanine</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methionine</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenylalanine</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leucine</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valine</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isoleucine</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Fig 3. Contact number between peptides and decane molecules during simulations

Fig 4. Contact number between peptides and decane molecules near the beginning of simulations
are needed to discern cooperativity of emulsion formation. When we examined the snapshots of micelle formation in the I6D system, it was clear that the process started by the nucleation of small micelles was followed by fusion to form bigger micelles. This mechanism could explain the slight decrease in contact before equilibrium is reached in the case of M6D and V6D. The decrease in contact is the result of the fusion of small micelles. After fusion, available surface for contact between decane and peptide molecules decreased accompanied by the release of free peptide. It is indeed that according to Figure 1, the number of free peptide molecules is observed in both the M6D and V6D system than the rest. It suggests that the small micelles do not completely undergo fusion for other system based on the observation that the decane core in the emulsion is less compact than decane aggregate on A6D or G6D. It also further suggests that decane molecules are somewhat dissolved in I6D, L6D, and F6D system.

Despite being unable to form an emulsion with decane, simulations of A6D and G6D peptides show the interesting result. Both peptides are self-assembled to ordered structure especially in the G6D case in which an ordered strand with the antiparallel orientation of peptides is formed. This is possible due to simplicity in the side chain of alanine and glycine which allow close pack arrangement. In fact, A6K peptides, which similar to A6D peptides, are found to form β-strands based on FTIR and SSNMR study [23]. The self-assembly process could be controlled to form diverse nanostructures (such as monolayer or cylindrical micelle) by varying pH or using a surface as a scaffold [24]. The potential for self-assembly of both A6D and G6D are comparable to phospholipid [25] and lecithin [26] in water that has been demonstrated by using similar computational methods. Therefore, it can be studied further whether both peptides can form liposome-like nanostructure in water as demonstrated computationally for phospholipid [25,27] and lecithin [26].

This study shows that we can use peptide as a surfactant in stabilizing hydrophobic molecule in water. Experimental reports are available where peptides are used to stabilize and help in crystallize membrane-bound protein [3]. Simple surfactant-like peptides have been designed such as A6D, V6D, V6D2, L6D2, A6K, V6K, V6K2 and L6K2 [7].

**CONCLUSION**

Using coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulation, we have successfully described the ability of the surfactant-like peptide to form an emulsion with decane molecules at the molecular level. It was found that the hydrophathy index of amino acids constituting the hydrophobic tail is determining the factor of emulsion formation process. The amino acid structure should be taken into consideration when evaluating or predicting emulsion stability. The insights obtained from this study could help in understanding and design peptides to be used as surfactants.
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